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In March 2013, Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) issued guidelines on Risk Governance (RG). The guideline is the final piece of the jigsaw in bringing together the other guidelines on risks (market, credit, operational, liquidity) into a cohesive framework. This article highlights some of the key principles underlying the RG guidelines. In addition, an ERM guideline for insurers was also issued by the Singapore regulator and this article will highlight some of the key similarities and differences between these two guidelines.

Background

The RG framework is principle-based and broadly descriptive, with the intention of having it applicable to all financial institutions\(^1\). The emphasis on the RG framework is on the board and senior management’s roles in formulating and driving a positive risk culture i.e. a top-down approach. It focuses on “applying the principles of sound corporate governance to the assessment and management of risks to ensure that risk taking activities are aligned with an institution’s capacity to absorb losses and its long-term viability”.

\(^1\) The paragraphs where insurers or/and takaful operators are mentioned explicitly are in paragraphs 26, 33, 49 and 61.
Although the guideline does not elaborate on “capacity to absorb losses” in terms of capital, this is addressed in another guideline (Guidelines on Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process for Insurers or “ICAAP”). Therefore, the RG needs to be read together with the ICAAP to represent the Enterprise Risk Management framework for insurers in Malaysia.

Earlier this year, the Singapore regulatory authority, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) similarly issued a Consultation Paper on Enterprise Risk Management for Insurers. The finalised Enterprise Risk Management for Insurers (ERMI) guideline came out in April 2013 and is largely similar with the Consultation Paper. Both the RG and ERMI focus on Enterprise Risk Management (ERM).

The following sections will highlight some of the key principles underlying the RG guidelines and list a few key similarities and differences between these two guidelines.
Key principles in the Risk Governance guideline

The key pertinent principles in the Risk Governance guideline are highlighted below.

- The role of a Chief Risk Officer (CRO) or independent senior risk executive has to be established with a distinct responsibility for risk management function. The person must have sufficient stature, authority and seniority to influence decisions from a risk perspective. Its independence and unimpeded access to the board and risk committee are strongly emphasized in the guideline. As such, the role has to be filled by someone with relevant qualifications, experienced in risk disciplines, understands the business and with strong communication skills.

- An independent risk management function has to be established, with sufficient resources and access to the board. The compliance function plays a role in the ERM framework as an independent auditor of the risk policies and procedures. In addition, the relationship between compliance, internal audit and risk management functions has to be clearly defined by appropriate structure and lines of reporting to ensure independence.

- Actuarial expertise is cited in supporting the risk management function. However, to ensure independence, actuarial expertise in risk management function is not allowed to be directly responsible for other actuarial functions such as product development and design, investment and pricing. It is important to note that the valuation function is not mentioned.

- Creation of special purpose structures or vehicles (SPV) is specified as a possible source of risk if its structure and purpose are not properly understood by board members and senior management.

- Executive remuneration should be prudent and not promote excessive risk-taking. Persons performing control functions should have input in setting remuneration policies for other business areas to promote the alignment of risks and rewards.
Key similarities between RG and ERMI guidelines

There are significant similarities between the RG and ERMI guidelines. Both guidelines require the following key items:

- A sound risk strategy and effective risk management framework that encompasses risk appetite, risk tolerance and risk limits which are appropriate to the nature, scale and complexity of its activities/risks of the organisation.

- Requirements for stress testing and the resulting solvency position under stress scenarios. ERMI goes further by requiring that the insurer uses reverse stress to test “business failure\(^2\).”

- Recognition that the insurer may leverage on the parent/holding company’s ERM practices but subject to insurer’s assessment of relevance and appropriateness in the local context and environment. This implies that the local board of a subsidiary should not automatically adopt the group ERM framework and assume it is sufficient to satisfy the RG requirements, but this needs to be tailored for the subsidiary environment.

- A risk measuring and monitoring system that is responsive and dynamic to changes in risk profile, business mix and external factors. ERMI calls it a “feedback loop”.

- The insurer, if it is part of a group of companies, has to consider how risks associated with the organisational structures and the intra-group relationships affect its ability to manage risks on a group-wide basis. The ERMI has something similar which is called group risk, defined as “risk that the insurer may be adversely affected by an occurrence (financial or non-financial) in another entity of the group it belongs to”.

\(^2\) Business failure is defined as:

a) the insurer’s solvency position falling below any regulatory capital requirement;
b) the insurer being wound up for any other reason.
Key differences between the RG and ERMI guidelines

Although the RG guideline is principle-based, it is also prescriptive. The guideline states the high level requirements for sound risk strategy in the organisation. However, it also prescribes in detail certain methodologies to achieve the ERM objectives. For example, specific positions need to be established (e.g. CRO and risk management function) and the responsibilities of the board, senior management, CRO, risk management and compliance with regards to risk management are well-defined. In summary, BNM has set a high expectation on financial institutions to have a robust ERM framework.

In comparison, the ERMI guideline focuses on the output and practicality of ERM. This includes a requirement on annual reports to be submitted to the regulators and the need for proper documentation. The regulator’s expectation on ERM standards and compliance are laid out clearly. Thus, it is more output-driven and emphasizes deliverables to the regulator to track its implementation and effectiveness.

We have summarised the key differences between the two guidelines in terms of the Capital Management Plan (CMP), the review of the ERM framework by the regulators or independent parties, the risks that should be considered in the framework and the relationship between risk profile and capital, as shown in Appendix A. It is important to note that the current framework in Malaysia considers regulatory capital and there is no requirement to assess the economic capital.

Conclusion

ERM is becoming increasingly essential in managing businesses. Companies should note that ERM is not about the hardware (infrastructure, models or risk metrics), but more importantly it is a process which focuses on the culture and mindset of an organisation, specifically the board and senior management. Insurers need to understand that ERM is not only intended to minimize downside risks; it is also about exploiting risks and turning them into opportunities. Getting insurers to see ERM from this perspective is the first and possibly the most difficult challenge.
The questions that should be posed to the industry in response to the RG guidelines are:

- Does the market have a sufficient supply of non-actuarial and actuarial candidates with risk management expertise?

- Actuarial expertise is cited in supporting the risk management function, specifically “for insurance companies”. Would this limit or exclude the role of actuarial expertise in other financial institutions? Actuaries have valuable skills and experience that would be applicable to risk management, even in non-insurance financial institutions.

- Economic capital is usually one of the key metrics that reflects the risks of a financial institution on a market-consistent basis. Currently, the RG and ICAAP guidelines only consider regulatory capital (ITCL) and not the economic capital. Should insurers compute economic capital in addition to the regulatory capital? In addition, how should insurers approach and use economic capital as part of their ERM framework?
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Appendix A: Key differences between RG and ERMI guidelines

The key differences between the ERM framework in Malaysia and Singapore are highlighted below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capital Management Plan (CMP)</th>
<th>RG and ICAAP guidelines in Malaysia</th>
<th>ERMI guideline in Singapore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insurers are required to have a formal CMP which lists thresholds that will act as triggers for management to take action to ensure that appropriate capital levels are maintained at all times. The CMP must also state corrective actions that are triggered at each threshold.</td>
<td>No mention of a capital management plan or policy. However, it is inferred under Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA), where the insurer shall “assess the quality and adequacy of its capital resources to meet regulatory and economic capital requirements” and “in supporting its business strategy (in particular, new business plans) and enabling it to continue its operations”.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Review by regulators or independent parties | There is no requirement for insurers to submit ICAAP report, but insurers are subject to audit review and evaluation by the regulator. ICAAP Guidelines requires scheduled independent review and states that comprehensive reviews every 3 years would be reasonable if there are no changes to the usual business/operating environment. | Insurers have to submit annual Own Risk and Solvency Assessment (ORSA) report and the minutes of Board of Directors’ deliberation of ORSA to MAS. A sample format and suggested content of ORSA report are also specified. |

| Risks to be considered | No minimum risks specified, but the guideline is intended to complement other guidelines on credit, market, operational and liquidity risks. | Specifies the minimum risks to be considered i.e. credit, market, insurance, operational, liquidity and group (if applicable). |

| Relationship between Risk Profile and Capital | There is a disconnect between risk profile and the capital (ITCL) required to cover those risks, where the former closely resembles economic capital while the latter is calculated based on regulatory capital. ICAAP3 calls for a comprehensive risk assessment; however the ITCL is “derived through an iterative process of stress tests performed on a range of financial positions and corresponding capital adequacy ratios (CAR)”. It is noted that the ITCL is based purely on regulatory capital. | The ERM guideline states that insurers “base its risk management actions on consideration of its economic capital, regulatory capital requirements and financial resources”. It further says that “the insurer, based on its nature, scale and complexity, may justify adopting its regulatory capital, whether in entirety as, or to form the basis of, its economic capital”. In short, there is a link between the insurer’s risk profile and capital. |

---

3 According to Guidelines on ICAAP for Insurers, risk assessment should capture insurer’s specific risk profile and should include risks which are not explicitly captured under the RBC Framework, such as liquidity and catastrophe risks.